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§1. Introduction.

H.-V. LE AND K. ONO

In 1965 Arnold conjectured that the number #(Fix(</») of fixed points of an exact

symplectomorphisln </> on a compact symplectic lnanifold M2n is at least as many as the

number of critical points of a smooth function on M 2n. In homological terms this implies

that #(Fix(</») is greater than or equal to the cup-Iength cl(A12n , F) of the cohomology

ring H*Uv!2n , F). Recall that cl (lVI2n,F) is the maximal integer 1+1 such that there exist

classes al, ... , al E Jf*(!v!2n, F) of positive dimension with al '--" ... '--" 01 =1= O. If all the

fixed points are non-degenerate we ShOltid have a bettel' estimate in which the cup-Iength

is replaced by the sum of the Betti numbel's. The Al'nold conjecture for non-degenerate

fixed points has been verified in several cases [E], [Sik], [C-Z],[Fl] - [F3], [H-S], [0]. This

conjectul'e for degenerate fixed points was pl'oved in the case of M 2 by Nikishin, Simon,

Eliashberg, Sikorav, Floer, of the torus T 2
n by Conley anel Zehnder, then in the case of

symplectic manifolds with vanishing second homotopy group by Hofer, Floer [H], [F4],

and of cpn by Fortune, Floel' [Fo], [F3].

Floer initiated his hOITIoIogy theory for indefinite functional, which is now called Floer

homology theory, anel pl'oved the Arnolcl conjecture for non-degenel'ate sympiectic fixed

points in lnonotone symplectic manifolds. His methocl has been developed in [S-Z], [H-S]

and [0]. He also proved the conjecture for degenerate fixed points in some cases by using

the cap action of H*(1\1, Z2) on the Floer homology group, which is defined only in the

non-degenerate case. To get an estimate in the degenel'ate case, he approximated the

given symplectomorphism by non-degenerate ones.

In this note we define the cap action for weakly-n10notone symplectic manifolds and

prove the associativity of the action under a certain condition. As a result we obtain the

following theorem.

Main Theorem. Let (M 2n, w) be a closed sympleetic "manifold of dirnension 2n satisfying

the following property:

with some negative cons/ant .-\ and the 1ninitnal ehern number is g1'eater than or equal to

n. Suppose that 4> is an exact synLpleclomorphism on M. Then the number of fixed points

01 4> is at least the cup-Iength cl( M, Zz).

"VVe would Iike to emphasize the following fact. Thc associativity of the action breaks

down because of the presence of non-trivial holon10rphic spheres. But in the Floel' proof

for cpn the presencc of holomorphic sphel'es is necessary. (In the finite dimensional
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situation Floer's approach could also serve as a new proof for the cup-Iength estimate of

critical points of a smooth function on a compact manifolds.)

Acknowledgment. The essential part of this note was carried out in the Max-Planck

Institut für fvlathematik eIuring the stay of both authors.They are grateful for its hospi

tality and financial support. They also thank Eduard Zehnder for the invitation to ETH

where apart of this note was prepareel anel Claucle Viterbo for the invitation to IHP where

this note is completed. The second author would also like to thank Alan Weinstein, who

drew his attention to Civental's work [Cl.
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§2. Preliminaries.

H.-V. LE AND K. ONO

First recall that for a given exact symplectomorphism rjJ in a compact symplectic man

ifold M 2n there exists a periodic Hamiltonian H E 0 00 (SI X M 2n) such that the fixed

points of <p are in one-to-one correspondence with the 1-periodie solutions of the following

equation

x(t) = XH(t, x(t)), (2.1)

where X H is the Hamiltonian vector field of H (i.e. w(~, X H ) = dlI(~) V~). A 1-periodie

solution of (2.1) is called non-degenerate if det( I - drjJ( x(O))) f 0. Now we collect

some known facts on Floer homology of non-degenerate 1-periodic Hamiltonian systems.

Details are fauod in [F3] ,[H-S],[S-Z].
Let P(H) denote the set of all contractible loops satisfying (2.1). If (w, 7r2(M)) = 0,

the equation (2.1) is the Euler-Lagrange equatian of the action functional AH on the

space 'c(M2n) of contractible loops in M:

1

AH(x) = - J'll*w + JIf(t, x(t))dt,
D2 0

(2.2)

(2.3)

where 'l.L is the bounding disk of x, i.e. ulaD2 = x. 1f (w, 1T"2( M)) f 0, the first term of the

right-hand-side of (2.2) is single-valued after taking the covering space l( M) of ,c( M)

corresponding to the homomorphiso1S cPw, <PCI : 1T"2(M) --+ R : <Pw(A) = JA W, <PCJ (A) =

JA Cl' More precisely,

- 2.c(M) = {(X, 'll) I x E .c(M) ,1L : D --+ M sueh that x = tL 1&D:l } / rv

The covering transfonnation group of l( !vI) --+ .c( M) is

r = 7r2(M)
ker <PCI n kel' <Pw

Geometrically, 7r2( M) acts on l(M) by connected surn of 2-spheres with the bounding

disko

Let P(H) denote the inverse image of P(H) by the projection l(M2n) --+ .c(M2n
),

then P( H) is the critical set of the functional AH. Fix an almost complex structure J

calibrated by w, that is, gJ(v, w) = w(v, Jw) defines a Rielnannian metric on M 2
n (in
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(2.4)

particular, we have: Xf{ = J'VH). Then oue can define the "Ininus gradient flow" of A H

by the solution 'lL : R X 51 --+ M 2
n of the following equation

- au au
aJ,H(U) = as +J(u)ai +\1H(t, u) = O.

Thc linearization Du of [h,H (u) is a Fredhohn operator, and we call its index JJ(u) thc rela

tive index of u. One has the relation JJ(u) = Il([X-, u-])- Il([x+, u+]), wbere Il([x-, u-])

is tbe Conley-Zehnder index of [x-, u-]. On the set P(H) the Conley-Zehnder index

Il(x) is well-defined modulo 21'/, where N is the minimal Chern number of M 2n. We de

note by M ([x-, u-], [x+, u+], H, J) thc space of connecting orbits u which satisfy (2.4)

and the limit condition:

with

lim u(s, t) = x-(t), linl u(s, t) = x+(t),
8-t-00 ,,-t+oo

(2.4.1 )

(2.4.2)

Using weak-compactness argument one shows that liln,,-t±oo u( S, t) exist if and only if the

energy
001

JJ au
E(u) = 11 as 11

2 dt ds
-00 0

is finite. Applying the Sarcl-Smale theorem one shows that there exists a generic set of

pai r (J, H) such that A-1 ([x- , u-], [x+ , u+], H, J) is a smooth manifold of dimension J.1. (u)

(see also Proposition 3.2.i). Moreover, this manifold is invariant under the action of R by

translation in s-variable. Now one can define thc Floer chain complex CF... (H, J) with Z2

coefficients on a weakly-monotone syn1plectic manifold as follows. Recall that a 2n

dimensional symplectic manifold (kI,w) is calleel weakly monotone if it satisfies w(A) :s; 0

for any A E 1T2(Al) with 3 - 11. ::; cl(A) < O. This condition yields non-existence of

J-holomorphic spheres of negative ehern number for a regular almost complex struc

ture J, which is generic in the sense of Baire. This fact combioing with a "transversality

property" of H makes sure that the moduli space M([x-, u-], [x+, u+], JI, J)/R is COffi

pact if its dimension equals zero, and compact up to splitting ioto two connecting orbits

if its dimension equals one.

Denote by C Fk the ZTvector space consisting of L/l(x);k ~(x) . X, where x E P(H) and

the coefficients ~(x) E Z2 satisfy the following finiteness condition:

{x I ~(x) f= 0, anel AH(x) > c} is a finite set for all cER.
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(3.1)

The boundary operator is defined as follows:

Bi: := E n2(i:, y) .y,
IJ(Y)=IJ(x)-1

where n2(i:, y) is the modulo 2-reduction of the cardinality of M (x, y, H, J)/R. The

complex CF*( H, J) := (CF., 8) is called the Floer chain cOlnplex associated to (H, J).
Its homology group H F.(H, J) is called Floer homology group. This group is a finitely

generated module, in each degree, over the Novikov ring A~ which is the completion of

the group ring

r - ker<pCl r
,0 - C 1

ker <Pet n ker <Pw

over the field Z2 with respect to the weight hOlnolnorphisln <Pw : 7T'2( M) -t R. Further

more, Floer hOlnology group does not depend on the choice of a generic pair (H, J). Hofer

and Salamon showed that if the Ininimal ehern number N of lvI2n is at least n, then there

is an isomorphism

H Fk+n ~ EB Hj (NI, Z2) Cj9 A~.
i=k( mod 2N)

§3. Cap action of cohomology group H·(M, Z2) on Floer homology HF*(H, J).

Let Q E Hk (M 2n, Z2) anel a~ : Uß2n-k -+ M be a singular chain representing the

Poincare dual class of 0'. Then the action of a via Q~ on a Floer chain cOInplex CF*(H, J)
can be described as follows:

O'~ n x := L mOI(i:, y) y,
tt(Y)=IJ(x)-k

where X, fj E P(II) are generators of CF*(H, J), and mal(x, y) denotes the modulo 2

reduction of the cardinality of the set

Mal (x, y, H, J) := {u E M (x, y, H, J)l u(O, 0) E Im (O'~)}.

In the following Proposition 3.2 we will give apreeise definition of a regular tri pie

(H, J, O'~), which ensure the finiteness of the number mOI(i:, y) in (3.1).

First, recall that given a regular complex structure J the set of J-regular Hamiltoni

ans (i.e. whose 1-periodie solutions are non-degenerate and have no intersection with any

J-holomorphic sphere of ehern nUInber less than or equal to 1) on M is generic (in the

sense of Baire) in the Banach affine space of all smooth functions H + h : 51 X M --+ R

with the norm
00

llhlle: = E ckllhllck(sl xM) < 00,
k=O
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where E = {Ek} is a sufficiently rapidly decreasing sequence ([H-S]). In fact, combining

their proof with an argument from general topology gives us the following

Lemma 3.1 . Let H be a non-degenerate Hamiltonian and Y8(H) the set 0/ all Hamilto

nians H' wilh IIH' - HlI~ < O. Then there exisls a generic {in the sense 0/ Baire} set 0/
Hamiltonians H" E T 8( H) such that the set 0/ regular a/mosl comp/ex structures J satis

fying the Jollowing condition (*) is generie in the sense 0/ Baire: (*) all J -h%morphie

spheres 0/ ehern 1lu'mber at 1nost 1 have no intersection with the (non-degenerate) 1

periodie solutions x E P( Ii").

P1'oof First we recall that for the proof of genericity (in the sense of Baire) of regular

pairs (H, J) Hofer and Salanlon showed that the evaluation map

M~(A; J) xG 52 X SI X P --+ 1'.1 x 1)1 : ([v, z], t, x, H) M (v(z), x(t))

is transversal to the diagonal in M x Ai. Here J is a fixed regular complex structure, P is

the Banach manifold of all pairs (x, H) of a non-degenerate 1-periodic solution x E P(H)

andH E T s( H), anel M~(A, J) is the set of simple J-holoITIOrphic spheres, realizing

dass A E H2 (M, Z). It follows that, if we replace M~(A; J) by the infinite dimensional

Banach space M~(A) of all pairs (v, J) of an almost complex structure J and a simple

J-holomorphic sphere v in the class A, then the corresponding Inap is also transversal.

Thus, by the Sard-Smale theorem, there is a generic set T(A) of regular values of the

projection from the Banach manifold

N°°(A) = {([J, v, z], t, x, H) Iv(z) = x(t), (x, H) E P}

onto the product space Ts(H) x 3; ([J,v,z],t,x,H) M (H,J). Now with the help of

a fact from general topology (see Appendix 1, Claim A.1.11) we get that, there is a

generic (in the sense of Baire) set 1-l(A) of Hamiltonians H" in Y s(H) such that the set

{J E 3reg I (H", J) E T(A)} is generic (in the sense of Baire) in the space of calibrated

almost complex structures. Taking the countable intersection of all 1i(A), where the

Chern number of A is less than or equal to 1, we get the required set. 0

Let Ho be one of H" in LenlIna 3.1. vVe also caU such a Hamiltonian H-S-regular.

We choose disjoint compact neighborhoods Ul , •.• , Um C SI x Iv! of the graphs of the

finitely many contractible 1-periodic solutions of (2.1). vVe denote by Vs(Ho) the set of

all Hamiltonians with Ill! - Holle< 0 anel H = Ho on Uj for j = 1, ... , m. If 0 > 0 is

sufficiently small then there are no contractible 1-periodic solutions of (2.1) outside the

set {Uj} for H E Vs(Ho).
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Further we call a pair (11, J) H-S-regular if the following conditions hold:

(i) H is a J -regular Hamiltoniall.

(ii) The space M(x, y, H, J) of connecting orbits is a finite dimensional manifold for all

x, y E P(H). More precisely, the cross section fJJ,H is transversal to the zero section.

(iii) If u is a cOllnecting orbit with J1( 'U) ::; 2 then the image u(R X SI) has no intersection

with J-holomorphic spheres of ehern number zero.

Proposition 3.2. Given any t.riple (Ho, Ja, a tt ) with a H-S-regular Hamiltonian Ho and

a map a~ : u.6.2n-k --+ A1 the're are a neighborhood Uo(Ja) of Ja and a generic set

5(a~) C Vo(Jla) x Uo(Ja) such that the following holds for (H, J) E S(a~).

(i) The pair (H, J) is H-S-'regulrl'r.

(ii) The map a~ meets the evaluation 1nap e : M (x, y, H, J) --+ !vI, e(u) = u(0,0), transver

sally.

(iii) Thcre is no conneeting 01'bit u E M (x, y, H, J) of relative index less than 0'1' equal

to k + 1, where k = diIn G, und besides, satisfying one of the following conditions (a) and

(b):

(a) The image u(R X 51) intersects with one of holomorphie spheres of ehern number

zero, and m01'eove1', u(O,O) E 1111, a~.

(b) There are 1n ~ 1 hol01norphic spheres VI, ••• ,Vm and 2m points zt, ... ,z~ E 52

such that u(O, 0) = VI (zt), VI (zl) = vz( zi), ... ,vm ( z;;;') E Im a~, und besides, the SU1n of

fhe Cheri1 nU1rl,bers of the spheres Vi is less than 0'1' equa/ to t .(k +1 - /L(U)).

From Proposition 3.2, combining with Gr01110V compactness argument, we easily get

the following corollary.

Corollary 3.3. For a pair (H, J) E S( a~) as in Proposition 3.2 fhe interseetion number

mal (x, y) is finite.

In fact, for the proof of Corollary 3.3 we need only the conditions J-l( u) ::; dim a = k

and Li(CI (Vi)) ::; t .(k - fl(11)) in Proposition 3.2.(iii). Transversality with J.l(u) = k + 1

is used for the proof of "invariance properties" of the cap action (see Proposition 3.7,

Proposition 3.8). In general, the transversality with J1(u) > k + 1 breaks down by the

same reason that obstructs the associativity of the action.

Proof of Proposition 9.2. Let us prove the first part (i). Note that the proof of this

statement has been sketched in [H-8}. But their proof is based on a similar result in [8
Z}, the detailed proof of which is not written down. For the sake of completeness we

shall carry out a detailed proof here (and in Appendix 1). Write 8(0) = {(H', J') E
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Vs(Ho) X Us(Jo)!H' is JI-regular.}. We fix a pair x± E P(Ho). Denote by P(x-,x+) the

Banach manifold of Wl~: Inaps 1.t : R X SI --+ M which satisfy the limit condition (2.4.1)

in W1,p sense with p > 2. Let B = P(x-, x+) X Vs(Ilo) X Us(Jo) and E be the bundle over

B whose fiber E(u,H,J) = LP('ll·T!vI). Recall that the space of connecting orbits are the

zero set of the cross section :F : B --+ E defined by

:F(u, H, J) = [)J,HU.

The differential of this section at zero (u, If, J) is the linear operator given by

D:F(u, H, J)(~, h, Y) = Du~ + \7h(t, u) +Y( ~~ +X H ). (3.2)

It was shown that Du is a Fredholm operator of index jt(u) ([F3, S-Z), see also Appendix

1, Fact A.1.10). fvloreover we have the following (see the proof in Appendix 1, Prop.

A.1.1).

Lemma 3.4. (cL [S-Z, Theorem 8.4]). The section :F is transversal to the zero section.

This Lemma implies that the set

is a separable infinite dimensional Banach manifold. Denote by S(l) the set of regular

values of the projection from A1 (x-, x+) to the second and third factors Vs(Ho) x Us(Jo).

Then the inverse image M (x- , x+, H, J) of (H, J) E S(l) by this projection is a smooth

manifold of connecting orbits between I-periodic solutions x-, x+ E P(H).

Now we shall show that there is a dense set 5(2) C S(l) such that for (H, J) E 5(2) the

pair (H, J) is H-S-regular. Denote by j\{,(A, x-, x+) the set of all quadruples [v, u, H, J]
such that v is a simple J-holomorphic sphere in the homology dass A E If2 (M, Z) and u

is an element in M (x-, x+, Il, J). Clearly, M .. (A, x-, x+) is the zero set of the section K

from the Banach space Hfl,p(S2, !v!) x B to the bunelle 9 over it whose fibre at [v, u, H, J]
is the direct surn of Av(J) anel E(u,R,J). Here Av(J) consists of all LP sections of the vector

bundle over S2 whose fibre at z E 52 is the space of J-anti-linear nlaps Tz 5 2 --+ Tv(z)M

allel

K([v, u, H, J]) = 8J (v) EB :F(u, H, J).

Using MDuff's result which states that the differential D8(v, J) is surjective [MD], and

Floer's, Salamon-Zehnder's result which states that the differential D:F(u,H) is surjective

([F3, S-Z], see also Appendix 1, Proposition A.l.l) , we easily show that the differential

DK is surjective. Now we consider the evaluation map
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H.-V. LE AND K. ONO

(rv, 1l, EI, J], z, t) f-+ (v (z ), 1l ( 0, t) ).

We shall show that the subspace

NI (A) = {([v, 1L, H, J], z, t) Iv(z) = u (0,t)}

is an infinite dimensional ßanach submanifold in MI(A). To do this, it is sufficient to

prove that the evaluation rnap EI is transversal to the diagonal ~M C M x M.

Claim 3.5 [H-S]. The evaluation map

is a submersion for every tESt.

In the proof of this claim (see Appendix 1, Proposition A.1.4) we use only perturbations

of Hamiltonians H variables. It follows that the evaluation map EI is transversal to the

diagonal ~M C N! x M.

Now we choose 5(A) as the set of regular values of the projection NI (A) --+ Vs(Ho) x
Us( Jo) onto the factors (H, J). The Fredholm index of this projection is 2cI (A) +J.L( 1l) - 3,

which is negative if Cl (A) = 0 and I-l (1l) ::; 2. Choose S (2, x- , x+) as the intersection of

5(1) and 5(A) when A runs over all spheres of ehern number zero. Then we take 5(2)

as the intersection of all the sets 5(2, x-, x+) where x-, x+ E P(Ho). Clearly, the set

5(3) := 5(2) n 5(0) is the required set for the part (i).

In order to prove the remaining parts (ii) and (iii) of Proposition 3.2 we consider two

evaluation maps

([v, 1l, F[, J], z, s, t, q) t-+ (v (z ), 1l ( s, t), u(0, 0), Q'~ ( q) ))

and Eb : M 3 --+ Al x .. '(2m+2 times) X Al, where

Alb = M~(Al, . .. ,Am, x-, x+) Xc (52 X 52) .. '(m times) Xa (52 x 52) X U~2n-k,

([VI,'" ,vm,u,H,J],zt, ... ,z;,q) f-+ U(O,O), ... vi(zi),Vi(zt), ... ,Q'~(q).

Here the space M~(A.,A 2, . .. , Am, X-, x+) is defined similarly as M,,(A, x-, x+), namely

VI, ... ,Vm are J-holomorphic spheres and u is a connecting orbit with respect to (H, J).

Now we show that thc maps E a anel Eb are transversal to the product of diagonals in the

target spaces respectively.
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Claim 3.6. (a) Por each (s, t) the evaluation map

e."t: M.,(A,x-,x+) -r Mx M, [v,u,H,J] t-+ (u(O,O),u(s,t))

is a submersion provided u(O, 0) #- u(s, t) or t #- 0.

(b) Por each (zr, ... ,z;) the evaluation Inap

11

(VI'.' .,vm,u,II,J) t-+ (Vl(Zl),VI(zi), ... ,vm(v~),Vm(Z~)),

is a submersion provided any two 0/ {Vj(z,j),Vj(zt)} do not coincide.

For the proof of Claim 3.6 (a) we just use perturbations of Hamiltonians H (similaI' to

that one of Claim 3.5). The argument is standard and therefore omitted here. It implies

that the map Ea is transversal to the product of two diagonals in the target space at points

where u(O, 0) #- u(s, t) 01' t #- 0. So the remaining case is that v(z) = u(O,O) = u(s, 0) =

Q'~(q). In this case, we also use perturbations of abnost complex structures (see the proof

of Proposition A.1.5). NaInely we use perturbations of almost complex structures outside

of a neighborhood of the in1age of 1l to show the transversality to the first factor diagonal

and we use perturbation of HaIniltonians to show the transversality to the second factor

diagonal. Note that perturbation of almost complex structures outside of a neighborhood

of the image of u does not effect the connecting orbit u. Thus, it follows that the space

N2 = {( [v, u, H, J], z, s, t, q) Iv(z) = u (s, t), u(0, 0) = Q'~ ( q) }

is an infinite din1ensional Banach subrnanifold of M 2• The projection from N2 to the

factors (H, J) is a Fredholm map of index 2CI(A) - 2 + I-t(u) - k. This number is negative

by the condition in Proposition 3.2.(iii). Denote by 5(4A) the set of regular values of the

projection NI -r Vs(Ho) x Uo(Jo). Let 5(4) be the countable intersection of all the set

S(4A) with 5(3) when A runs over all spheres of Chern number zero. Then we get that

for any pair (J,II) E 5(4) the conditions (i), (ii) and (iiia) in Proposition 3.2 hold.

To prove Claim 3.6 (b) we use only perturbations of almost complex structures J

(see Appendix 1, Proposition A.1.5). Thus, it follows that the map Eb is transversal

to the diagonal in the target space at points where all Vj(zj) are distinct. If SOlDe of

Vj(zj) coincide, we have jl, . .. ,jm-l E {I, ... , m} such tbat u(O,O) = vii (z;J, VjI (zt) =

Vj2 (zj;), ... ,Vjm-l (zjm_l) = Q'U (q). Hence the problem reduces to tbe one for m - 1. (Note

that Cl (Vj) 2:: 0.) Consequently, the space N3 =

{([Vb." Vm, u, Ir, J], zt, ... Z;, Q)lll(O, 0) = Vt(Zl)' VI(Zt) = V2(Z;-), ... ,Vm(Z~) = o:ij(q)}
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is a infinite dimensional Banach submanifold of M 3 . The projection of N3 ---t V8(Ho) X

U8 (Jo) on the factors (if, J) is a Fredholtn map of index 2 Li Ci +J1(u) - k - 2m, where Ci is

the Chern number of Ai. Our conclition in Proposition 3.2.(iii b) implies that this number

is negative. vVe take the set 5(5) of generic values of each above projection corresponding

to each rn-pIe (Al,"" Am). Now, 5(a~) = 5(5) n 5(4) is the set we are looking for. D

A pair (H, J) satisfying the conclition (i) - (iii) in Proposition 3.2 is called a-regular.

It is easy to see that the set of intersection of all a-regular pair (H, J), when 0' runs over

the homology group H*(M, Z2), is generic in V8(Ho) x UJ(Jo). From now on we consider

onIy such a pair (H, J) which we call a F -generic pair. For the sake of simplicity, in

the remaining part of this note we denote the space M(x, y, H, J) by M (x, y), since DO

confusion Inay arise.

Next we prove that the action of 0' on a Floer chain compiex descends on its Floer

homology. Moreover, this action eloes not depend on a cycle 0'~(U6.2n-k) representing the

Poincare dual dass of a. This statement follows from the following lemma.

Proposition 3.7. Let c be an ele1nent in Floer chain c01nple.'C (H, J). Then we haue

(i) a~ n Be = a(a~ n e).

(ii) Suppose a~(U6..2n-k) is a boundary: o:~ = aß~) where (H, J, ß~) is also a 1'egular trip/e.

Then we haue

Proof. (i) Fix a pair X, fJ of l-periodic solutions of Conley-Zehnder index difference

k + 1. Proposition 3.2 and FIoer's gluing argument (see Fact A.1.6) imply that the space

MO'(x, y) is al-dimensional manifold whose ends are the union of the set M(x, z) x

M01(z, y) satisfying J1(z) = fl(X) - 1 anel Ma~(x, z) x M(z, y) satisfying p(i) = p(y) + 1.

Since tbe number of these enels are even we get

which proves tbe part (i) of Proposition 3.7 imlnediateIy.

(ii) Fix a pair X, f) of l-periodic solutions of Conley-Zehnder index difference (k +
1). Proposition 3.2 anel FIoer's gluing argun1ent (see Fact A.1.6) imply that the space

j\ltßI(X, y) is an I-dimensional submanifold wbose ends are the union M01(x,'y)U{Mß'(z, y) x

M(x, z)IJ1(z) = It(X) -I} U {Mß~(x, z) x j\;f(z, y)l/t(z) = p(y) + I}. The rest of the proof

continues in the same way. D
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By Proposition 3.7 we can denote the cap action of a E H·(A1, Z2) simply by an. We

now prove the naturality of this action in the category of Floer homology. Recall that

given two H-S-regular pairs (/-1, J) anel (H', JI) there is a natural chain homomorphism

B between the corresponding Floel' chain complexes CF.(lI, J) and CF.(H' , JI). This

chain homomorphisnl 8 can be defined by counting the number of solutions of the "chain

homomorphism equation"

OU ou
as +J(s, u)aT + \7 H(s, t, u) = 0

which is an s-dependent analog of the connecting orbit equation (2.4). Therefore, transver

sality, compactness and gluing argulnents for connecting orbits can be applied for the chain

homomorphisn1 S ( [F3], [S-Z]).

Proposition 3.8. Suppose that (H, J, aij) and (B', JI, (\'ij) are regular l1'iples and B is a

natural chain homomo1'phism between the cor1'esponding Floer chain complexes CF.(H, J)
and CF.(H',J/).

(i) For e E CF.(Il, J) we have aij n (Se) = S(aij n e).
(ii) Consequently, foT' C E 11F.(If, J) we have (\' n (Be) = 8(a n c).

Proof The proof of this lenlIna is sinlilar to the previous one. Fix two critical points

y E P( H) and f/ E P( H' ) of Conley-Zehnder index difference k, where k = dirn a.

Consider the space

Me'(y, f/) = {(u, a) E Me(y, y') x Rlu(a, 0) E Im a~}.

This space is a I-diInensionallnanifold, whose ends are the union of the set Ma~(e(y),Y')

and the sets Ma'(fj,z) x Me(z,y') satisfying It(Z) = p(iJ) (see also Fact A.1.7 on gluing

maps). The rest of the proof continues in the same way. 0

§4. Associativity of the cap action.

Associativity of the cap action means that (0:: ......., ß) n e = 0:: n (ß n e) holds for any

a, ß E H· (M, Z2) and c E H F. (H, J). Tn fact, associativi ty does not hold in general.

For instance, associativity fails for complex projective spaces (see [F3]). The purpose

of th is section is to Provc the associati vi ty 1Inder certainass1Imptions. Wl'i te dJ (M) =

min{ Cl (S) ISis a J -holomorphic sphel'e.}. The following proposition is predicted by Floel'

lInder a slightly stronger condition, namely wl1f2 = 0 [F3].

Proposition 4.1. Let (!v!, w) be a weakly 1nonotone sympleetic manifold and (H, J) a F

geneT'ic pair 0/ a tim,e-dependent IJa1niltonian and a calibT'ated almost complex stntctUT'e.
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MoreouerJ suppose thatJora E H kl(A1;Z2),ß E Hk2(fl!fjZ2) the tripie (H,J,o:f. nßf.) lS

also 1·egula1'. lf k1 + k2 < dJ(lVf)J lhen we haue

(0: '-' ß) n c = a n (ß n c)

for all c E 11F*(H, J).

In particular, we get

Corollary 4.2. If ihere are 11,0 J -ho/01norphic sphe1'esJ therl the associatiuity holds.

Proo! of ProposiUorl 4.1. Choose cycles af. : u~2n-k1 --+ M and ß~ : u~2n-k2 --+ M which

represent the Poincan~ dual of a and ß respectively. Recall that for X, y, z E P(H), the

evaluation maps M (x, y) --+ Jlt[ an cl M (y, z) --+ M, giyen by 1l f-t u (0, 0), are transversal

to ßU and Q'u respectively (Proposition 3.2.(ii)). In particular, the images of these maps are

disjoint from lowcr dimensional strata of a~ and ßU if p(x) - J.1(y) = k2 , J.1(ij) - p(z) = k l .

Since we are only interested in connecting orbits whose values at (0,0) belong to the

iInages of a Uor ßU, we may regard a U anel ßU as if they are snl00th maps from smooth

nlanifolds.

For X, z E P(H) with Il(x) - J-l(i) = kI +k2 , we write

o ol,ßI
M (x,i) = {(ll,a) E M(x,z) x Rlu(a,O) E IInau, ll(-a,O) E IInßu and a > O}.

By an argument similar"to the proof of Proposition 3.2 we can assurne that the map

<I> : M(x, z) x R --+ M x M, given by <I>(u, a) = (ll(a, 0), 1l( -a, 0)), is transversal to
o ol,ß'

a Ux ßU. Thus, M (x, z) is a Inanifold of diInension 1. To prove the associativity, we
o ol,ß~

have to investigate the end of M (x, z).
o ol,ßI

Let {(lli' ai)} be a sequencc in M (x, z). Thc weak-compactness argument shows

that after taking a subsequence, thc image of 'Ui converges to the image of a connecting

orbit uniformly 01' splits into images of connecting orbits. Note that p,(x) - Jl(z) =
k l +k2 < dJ(!V!). Thus no J-holomorphic bubbles appeal' for a F-generic pair (H, J).

If {ai} is bounded from above, we cau assume that the limit exists, and we denote

this limit by a oo . In this case, {uiJ converges (without bubbling) to a connecting orbit

U oo such that uoo(aoo , 0) E Im a U and u oo ( -aoo, 0) E hn ßU. The argument goes as

folIows. Let U oo be the limit of a Ui in CI~c-topology. Since the convergence is uniform

on compact subsets, u oo ( a oo , 0) E lIn a U and uoo ( -aoo , 0) E Im ßU. If the image of Ui

splits into images of at least two connecting orbits, the relative index of lloo is less than

k1 +k2 • Thus the dimension counting argument yields that we can avoid such a situation.
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o a~,ßI

Hence we have U oo E M (X, z). If a oo > 0, we get U OO EA-1 (X, z). If a oo = 0, tben
o ol,ßI

uoo(O, O) E Im a U n Im ßU and (uoo ,0) is an end of M (x, z).

If {ai} is not bounded, {ud split into 1 connecting orbits VI, ... ,Vi with I 2:: 2. Using

F-genericity of (H, J) again (Proposition 3.2.(ii)) we obtain that I = 2. Therefore there
o ol,ß i

are two types of ends of M (x, z).

Case 1. { Ui} converges to U oo E M (x, z) such that lloo (0,0) E IrnaUn ImßU.

Case 2. {Ui} splits into VI E MßI(x, y) anel V2 E M01(y, z) for some y witb Il(X)-'l(Y) =

k2 and J.l(y) - J.l(z) = klo
o o~ ,ß~

In fact, the set of these lirnits is the boundary of )\Ii (x, z). The gluing argument

gives tbe collar neighborhoocl of limit points in Case 2 (see Fact A.1.8). For tbe existence

of the coUar neighborhoods of linlit points in Case 1, it suffices to show that 0 is a regular

value of the projection of <p-1(ImaU x ImßU) C )\11 (x, z) x R to the second factor R.

Suppose that 0 is not a regular va.lue, we can choase a path (ur, ur) in ~-l (Imau X ImßU)

such that d/dT Ir=ouT = 0 and d/dT IT=OUr(O, 0) #- O. Then d/ dT !T=OllT(O, 0) is tangent to

both of the images of aUanel ßU, hence the image of the intersection cycle ,U of aU and

ßU. Since M(x, z) anel ,U are of complementary dimension, d/dTlr=our(O, O) cannot be

tangent to ,U. That contradicts to the transversality of the evaluation map to ,U
(Proposition 3.2.(ii)).Hence °is a regular value.

o o',ßI
Since the end of M (x, z) is either lin1its in Case 1 01' Case 2, we get

o'-'ß( - -) '"" ß( - -) 0 (- -)111. X, Z = L.J rn ."C, y . m y, Z .

y

Hence we get the associativity. D

Remark 4.3. The proo! 0/ Proposition 3.!! also implies that the action 0/ Q' and ß are

cornmutative in the sense 0/ gradcd algeb1'a} i/ kl + k2 < dJ ( M).

§5. Proof of the 11lain theorenl.

We identify the symplectic fixed points with the I-periodic solutions of aperiodie

Hamiltonian /1. Let P( H) be the subset of an contractible I-periodic solutions. We want

to estimate the nUInber of such solutions. Since regular Hamiltonians are dense, we take

a sequence of regular Hamiltonians {IJi} converging to H:
\-

.lim 11 H i - H Ilc2 = O.
~--+oo

It is easy to see that the limits of I-periodic solutions of Hi are also I-periodic solutions
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of H (Lemma 5.1). To distinguish these linlits we use the cap action of cohomology

ring H-(M2n, Z2) on tbe Floer bomology group HF.(Hi , J) (Lemma 5.2). Finally, tbe

computation of the Floer homology group associated to a C2-small time-independent

function on M 2
n gives HS the' non-triviality of the cap action of the fundamental cocycle

[M] E H 2ri (M2n, Z2) on the Floel' homology group (Lemma 5.3).

First let us recall that given any (time-dependent) Hamiltonian If, whose periodic

solutions are isolated, there exists a positive constant !in such that the energy of each

non-trivial connecting orbit u satisfying (2.4 -2.4.2) is greater than 01' equal to !in, and

besides, no is an upper bound for energy of any J-holomorphic sphere in M [H-S].

Lemma 5.1. (i) For any E, > 0, there exists io such that i/ i 2: i o and z : SI -+ At be a

1~periodic solution 0/ Z = X Hi (z), then z salisJies 11 z - Zo 1101 < E, for some Zo E P( H).

(ii) Suppose that l-periodic solutions 0/ H are isolated and co > °is fhe minimal CO_
distance behueen distinct elernents in P(IJ). For any 6 E (0,60) ihere exists an integer i l

satisJying the Jollowing:

1f i 2: i 1 and u is a connecting orbits between l-periodic solutions z and z' E P(Hd with

E(u) ::; nn/2 and Jlz - zollcl::; c/2 Jor sorne Zo E P(lf),

then the image u(R x SI) is conlained in 2E-71eighborhood 01 zo0

Proof. (i) By the Ascoli-Arzela theorem, there exists 0 > °satisfying the following

condition.

If a loop x : 51 -+ /\1 satisfies \I x- XH(x) Ilco< 0, then 11 x - y llcl < E holds for some

Y E P(H).
By the choice of {Ili }, there exists a positive integer io such that 11 X Hi - X H llco< o.

Hence we have

Therefore there exists Zo E P( H) such that II z - zo Ilcl < C.

(ii) By the definition of co, each lilnit of any subsequence of the sequence {Zi E

P(Hi)lllzi - zollcl::; c/2}, when Ili converges to H, i8 Z00 Suppose that the statement

is false. Then we have a sequence of connecting orbits {1Lij} such that one of the end is

c;-close to Zo, the energy E(Uij) < fio/2 and the inlage is not contained in c-neighborhood

of Z00 Then after translation in R-direction, we lnay assunle that Uij converges to a con

necting orbit U oo such that 'Uoo(O, t), for some t, is outside of the c-neighborhood of zoo
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Hence U co is non-trivial connecting orbit for (H, J). Thus E(uco ) > ~, which contradicts

to the fact that E(u co ) < liIn inf E(UiJ < no/2. 0

Note that under the eondition of Nlain Theorem, the Floer homology ean be defined

on M 2
n. Moreover the action of H*(!l12n , Z2) on the Floer homology group is associative,

sinee there is no J-holomorphie sphere for a regular J and we ean apply Corollary 4.2.

Therefore, we obtain our ~1ain Theorem immediately from the following two lemmas.

Lemnla 5.2 . .Let (Nf 2n,w) be a sY'Tnp/eetic manifo/d as in the Main Theorem. Suppose

that O'i E IIKi (M 2n, Z2), i = 1, ... ,I, are elements 01 positive degree. /1 the composit1:on

(O'~n) 0 ... (O'ln) 01 the aetions on the Floer h01nology group 01 A12n is non-trivial, then

the number of distinet ele'ments in P( H) is at least l + 1.

Lemma 5.3. /f M2n satisfies the condition of Maln Theorem, then the action of the

fundamental class [A1J E 1[2n (j\;f2n , Z2) on the Floer homology group is 7l0n·trivial.

Proo! 01 Lemma 5.2. We asslllne that all the periodic solutions are isolated (otherwise,

Lemma 5.2 is trivial). Choose" I/i as above. Lemlna 5.1.(i) teIls us that any 1-periodic

solution for Hi is elose to one of 1-periodic solutions for H in C1-topology. If two loops

y and z are sufficiently elose in CO-topology, we can Inake abounding disk of z frolll a

bounding disk of y, unique up to hOIllotOpy. Nanlely, we choose a homotopy SI X {O, 1] --+
M between two loops y anel z in an c neighborhood of y and glue this cylinder with the

botincling disk of y. The resultillg nlap is abounding disk of z. lf c is small enough (for

instance, smaller than the injectivity radius of Ai), we can show the uniqueness up to

homotopy. Hence we can compare Conley-Zehnder indices of these I-periodic solutions

with the bounding disks as above.

Claim 5.4. Suppose that z, Z' E P( Hi ), where i is s1lfficient/y large, are sufficient/y dose

in C1-topology. Then t.he Conley-Zehnder index difference Ip.([z, v])_p([Z', v']) I is bounded

by 2n if v and v' are bO'llndlng dlsks obtained by t.he procedure above.

Proof. Recall that the Conley-Zehnder index p.([z, vD equals, up to an additive constant,

the analytical index of the Freelholm operator Pv on the bounding disk v

Dvpve = \7 ..(Le + J (v)\7~e + p(\7eJ (v)-D +V'e\7 H(t, v)),
8r 8t t

where (r, t) are the polar coodinates of the disk v and p is a cut-off function supported

nearby the bouudary DD2 (see Fact A.l.IO). Atiyah-Patodi-Singer index theorem implies
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that the difference index ind Pv - ind PVI equals the spectral flow of the elliptic operator

Az ( = J(z)(\7 .4-( - 'V€XHJ + \7€J(z) dz
dt dt

from the periodic solution z to the periodic solution z'. When z and z' are Cl-elose to

Zo E P( H) enough, the spectral ftow comes only from the zero eigenvalue (with counting

Inultiplicity) of the linearization of the operator x - X Uo (x(t)). That is the dimension

of the solutions of a linear ordinary differential operator acting on vector fields along Zo,

therefore, it is at Inost 2n. Hence we get the Claim 5.4.

Under the assumption of Lemma 5.2 there is a sequence of elements {zt} E P(Hi),j =
0, ... ,l, such that tt( zl) - J-l( Z{+l) = ~j, and 1nCtj (EI, Z{+l) = 1. Let z~ be a limit of a

subsequence of EI which is also denoted by z{ for the sake of convenience. We want to

show that if j < k then z~ =1= z~. Let us assume the contrary, that is, zß = zg. There are

two cases:

(a) limi-+oo(AH;(z{) - AH;(zt)) :s lio/2,
(b) limi-+oo(AH;(z{) - AH;(zf)) > fio/2.
Consider the case (a). In this case we also have

From Lelnma 5.1 (ii) we know that for i big enough the image of all connecting orbits

u1 between z{ and Z{+l lies in a slnall neighborhood U~ of z{ Since z~ is contractible

we can choose another cycle 0'1 which has no intersection with u~. But this implies that

m Ctj (z{, Z{+l) = 0, which is a contradiction.

Now we consider the case (h). \tVrite z{ = [z{, vi]. Then the bounding disk vß 
limi-+oo vi equals a connected sun1 vg = lirni-+oo vt with a non-trivial element gjk of

7f2(M2n). Note that we have

.x-1Cl(gjk) =W(gjk) = Auo(zß) - AHo(Z~)) > 0,

by the assumption. Therefore, Cl (gjk) < 0. Next, using Claim 4.4, we get

which is less than 01' equal to zero, since Cl(gjk) :S -no But it contradicts to the other

assumption that J-l(:z{) - J.L(zt) = K,j + ... +Kk-l > O. 0

Proof 0/ Lemma 5.3. Since the action is compatible with the natural isomorphism between

Floer homology groups for generic pairs, it is sufficient to deal with the time-independent

C2-small Halniltonian case. Let h be a C 2-small Morse function such that
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(1) all 1-periodic solutions are constant loops at critical points of h,

(2) the gradient flow is of Morse-Smale type and the linearization of the connecting orbit

equation at these solutions are surjective,

(3) all connecting orbits of energy less than 1(.-\)-1/21 should be gradient trajectories,

(4) Ih 1C 2 < 1A-1 /41.
Existence of a function h with properties (1), (2),(4) is obvious (see [F3), [S-Z], [H-S)).

To see that such a function h, after multiplication with a small positive number, satisfies

the condition (3), we use Salanl0n-Zehnder's theorenl. Namely, the integration of the

symplectic form Oll such a connecting orbit is zero anel we can apply their theorem. Note

that properties (1), (2), (4) are preserved under ITIultiplication by a small positive number.

So we can define Floer chain cOIllplex CF$(h, J) [F"3J, [H-S).

Now let us calculate the action of the fundaITIental dass [M] on CF*(h, J). The Poincan~

dual of [M] is represented by one point. \Ve choose a point p in generic position, there is

one and only one gradient trajectory passing through p and eonneeting a loeal maximum

q+ and a loeal nlinimtun q_ of the function h. Let q+, q_ be q+, q_ with trivial bounding

disks. Note that the energy of this gradient trajectory (as a eonneeting orbit) is less than

1,X-l/21. Henee all the connecting orbits between q+ anel ii- are gradient trajeetories,

whieh implies that m[Ml(q+, ii-) = 1.

Note that the formal SUIn of all loeal maxima (with trivial hounding disk) gives the

fundamental dass in Morse homology of M anel any two of loeal minima are homolo

gous. Thus, the equality m[Af1(i]+, q_) = 1 proves thc non-triviality of the action of the

fundaInental eoeycle on the Floel' homology group H F*(h, J). D

Appendix 1 : Auxiliary technical lenlmas.

On the transversality argunlent.

Let H : SI X M -+ R be a Halniltonian such that all the I-periodie solutions are

non-degenerate. Recall that for I-periodie solutions x, y E P(H) and p > 2 we denote by

P(x, y) the Banach manifold consisting of u E Hl1~':(R x 51, M) such that

u(s,t) = eXPx(t)~-(s,t) fol' s <-R

u(s,t) = eXPll(t)~+(s, t) for s > R

for a sufficiently large real number R,
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~+ E H!I,P([R, 00) X 51, (y 0 pr2)*TM),

where pr2 : R X 51 --+ 51 is the second factor projection (see [F3,F5] for details.)

For each regular complex strllcture J anel a J-regular Hamiltonian Ho we denote by BJ

the subspace P(x,y) x V.s(Ifo) x {J} C B (see section 3). We elenote the restriction of

the bundle & on BJ by the saUle & anel thc restriction of the section F also by the same

F. Thus, for a solution U of :F(u, H') = 0, the linearization of :F at (u, H') is given by

DF(~, h) = Du~ + \7h (compare with (3.2)), where Du is an elliptic partial differential

operator giyen by

Du ( = \7.( + J(u)\7,( + \7,J(u) ~~ + \7, \7H '(t, u).

Clearly Lemnla 3.4 is a elirect consequence of the following

Proposition A.l.l ([S-Z]). The linearization D:F : H!I,p( ll*T AI) xV.s( Ho) --+ LP( ll*TM)
is surjective.

For the proof of this proposition, we need the following

Lemma A.l.2. Lelu : R x 51 --+ A1 be a connecting orbit for (J, H') joining distinct

I-periodic solutions x und y.

1) For each to E 51 J the set {s E RI 8ujas(s, to) = O} is nowhere dense.

2) The set Cu = {(s,t) E R x Slj there exists s' ERsuch that u(s,t) u(s',t)} zs

nowhere dense.

Praof. 1) Note that the section ~ = aujos is a solution of Du~ = 0, i.e.

\7,( + J(u)\7,( + (\7,J)(u)~~ + \7,\7H'(t,u) = O.

If ~ vanishes on (a, b) x {ta}, then the higher derivatives 8kujosk(so, to) = °for So E (a, b)

and positive integer k. Hence the equation Du~ = °inlplies that \7t~(so,to) = 0, which

deduces that the I-jet of ~ vanishcs at (so, to). Differentiating the both sides of Du~ = 0, we

can show that the k-jet of ~ vanishes at (so, to) inductively. Then the unique continllation

theorem [J, Theorem 2.6.1] implies that e= 0 everywhere, which contradicts to the fact

that u is a connecting orbit joining distinct periodic solutions.

2) If not, there is an open subset U contained in Cu' Shrinking the open set U, if

necessary, we can assurne that u(U) = Im u n I,V for some open set WeM. We

decompose u- l (lIV) into connecting cOlnponents Vi, Wc put Vi' = {(s',t) E Vilu(s',t) =
u(s, t) for some (s, t) E U} and U[ = {(s, t) E Ulu(s, t) = u(s', t) for some (s', t) E Vi'}.
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we get

Applying the Baire category theorem to V = UUi, there exists i such that Vi contains

a non-empty open subset. Summing up, we can assurne that there exist open subsets U

and V such that u(V) = u(\I). The first part of the lemma implies that fi : R X SI -t

Mx SI,u(s,"l) = (u(s,'l),t) is an immersion on a dense subset. By the implicitfunction

theorem, after shrinking V and \I if necessary, there is a diffeomorphism 4> : U --+ \I such

that ulu = ulv 0 4>. Moreover, we can asslnne that au/as =j:. 0 on U and V. Note that 4>

preserves the t-coordinate. Therefore we get

au au
as (4)(s, t)) = j(s, t) as (s, t) for some function j on V,

aneI
au Du Du7ft (t/J( s, t)) = g( s, t) Ds (s, t) + Dt (5, t) for SOIlle functioll 9 on V.

Substituting these identities to

Du Du
Ds 04>+ J(u 0t/J) Dt 0t/J + \JH'(t, u 0t/J) = 0,

Du au Du ,
j071+J(uoc/»(go-D +~)+\JH(t,u)=O.

vS s vt
Comparing this equation with the equation for connecting orbits, we get

Du
{(f - 1) + gJ(u)} Ds (s, t) = O.

Since au/as =j:. 0 on U, we have j(s,t) = 1 and g(s,t) = 0 on U, which implies that c/> is a

translation in the s-variable, i.eo c/>(s, t) = (s + ü, t) for some non-zero real number a. The

unique continuation theorelll [J, TheoreIll 2.6.1J iInplies that u 0 c/> = u on R X SI, which

implies that u cannot converges to I-periodic solutions uniformly as s tends to ±oo. This

is a contradiction. Consequently, Cu does not contain interior points. 0

From Lemnla A.1.2 we easily get the following

Lell1ma A.l.3. The 1napping Ü : R x SI -t N! X SI is somewhe1'e injective, t.e. there

exists an open subset U c R X SI such that

1) ülu is an embedding,

2) V = ü- l (ü(U)).

Moreover, J01' any non-empty open subset VeR X SI, we can choose V, as above,

contained in V.

We sketch the proof of Proposition A.1.1 due to Salanlon and Zehnder. If D:F is not

surjective, there is a non-zero element 1] in the dual space Lq (u*T A1) which annihilates
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the image of DF. By the unique continuation theorenl [J, Theorem 2.6.1], the set of zeros

of 17 is nowhere dense.

Next one can show that 17 is proportional to au/as, i.e. 1](s,t) = A(S,t). au/aso The

proof of this fact relies on Lemma A.1.3. NaInely, if 1] and au/as are linearly independent,

one can find aperturbation h of the Hamiltonian such that the pairing of 1] and the

Hamiltonian vector field of h is not zero, which contradicts to the fact that 1] annihilates

the image of DF.

By a similar argument, one can show that the function A(s, t) is independent of s

variable. Then one can show that f01(17, au/Os )dt has constant sign.

On thc othel' hand, thc s-dcrivative of fol (1], au/8s)dt is zero, because of the equations

Duau/as = 0 and D~1] = 0, where D~ is the formal adjoint of Du. However the pairing

of 1] and aufas is finite, which is a contradiction. 0

For x, y E P(Ho) and a generic almost complex structure J, we write MJ(x, y)

{(u, H) E P x Vs(Ho)1 {)J,HU = O}. Clearly Clainl 3.6 is an immediate consequence of the

following

Proposition A.l.4.[H-S] The evaluation 'map at (so, io)

is a submersion.

Proof. "Ve shall prove that for any ~o E Tu(~o,!/O)!vJ, there exists a section eE vVI,P(u*TM)

and h E C~ such that

1) ~(so,to) = eo,
2) DF~ = \7h.

Write X = {1] E Hfl,P(u*Tl\1)j1](So, to) = O} and restrict the linear operator DF to

X x Vs( Ho). First we shall show that DF : X x Vs( Ho) -+ LP(u*TM) is surjective.

As in the proof of Proposition A.1.1, we can show that 17 E Lq (u*T M) is a weak solution

of (D8J ,H)*1] = 0 on R X SI - {(so, to)}, if 1] annihilates the image of DF. Lemma A.1.3

and the unique continuation theoreln implies that 1] vanishes except (so, to). However,1] is

Lq, especially represented by a mcasurable section, this implies that 1] = 0 as an element

in Lq (u*T1\1).

Let ~ be an element in W1,P(u*T M) such that e(so, ta) = ~o. By the statement above,

D:F~ = DF1] + \7h holds for some 1] E X and h E C~. Then ~ - 1] is the desired section.

o
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Proof of Claim 3.6.b is carrieel out in the same way as that of the fo11owing Proposition.

Proposition A.l.5. Let f : 52 -+ 111 anel 9 : 52 ---+ M be distinct J-holomorphic

spheres, p a point in 52. For any tangent vector v E Tf(p)M, there exists al-parameter

family of pairs {(ft, J t )} such that (/0, Jo) = (!, J), ft is Jrholomorphic, 9 is Jrholomorphic

for a11 t and 8/8t It=oft(p) = v.

Proof. We may assume that f is not multiply covered, hence somewhere injective. We

shall show that there is an open subset U of 52 which is disjoint from the inverse image of

the set of intersection points anel f is an immersion on U. Tf there are only finitely many

intersection points of f anel 9, then the claim follows imlnediately. Ir there are infinitely

many intersection points, then they acclunulate to a common singular points of fand

9 [MD]. Since such points are isolated alld 52 is compact, the number of such points is

finite. After removing small neighborhoods of such points, there are only finitely many

intersection points in the complement. Then the claim follows as in the previous case.

Then we cau find an open subset W of AI such that 111nf(S2) = f(U) and Wng(S2) = 0.
We only consider perturbations of calibrated almost cOlllplex structures which coincide

J outside of 111 and denote by JW the space of such almost complex structures. Write

y = {1] E HfllP(j*T lVI) 117(p) = O}. As in the proof of Proposition A.1.4, the linearization

operator of fJ restricted to Y x Ja' is surjective to LP(T*S2 0 j*TM). Hence by the

implicit function theorem, we get the Proposition. 0

On the gluing argument.

In general, the moduli space M(x, y) = M(x, y)/R is not compact. Hs ends can be

described by means of gluing 111apS [F3]

W: M(x, y) x X1(y, z) x [R, +00) -+ M(x, z)

for some R > O. As c\pplications, Floer proved 82 = 0 anel the invariance of Floer

homology under exact deformations.

We sha11 reca11 SOl1le of Floer's argument. Let U and V be compact neighborhoods of

Ul E M (x, z) and U2 E M (z, jj) respectively. Then there is areal number R suc4 that

u(s, t) = expy(t)~(s, t) for s > R - 1, u EU
I

and

v(s, t) = expy(t)((s, t) for s < -R +1, v E V.
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We define the "ahnost gluing map" as follows:

<I>(u,v,p)(s,t) = u(s+p,t) for s::;-l

expy(t){ß( -s)~(s + p) + ß(s)((s - p)} for s E [-1,1]

v(s-p,t) for s ~ 1,

where ß is a cut off function which vanishes on (-00,0] and equals 1 on [1,00]. Then the

gluing map \l1 is obtained by applying the Picard iteration procedure (see [F3]). In this

note we also use a similar gluing maps for describing ends of certain spaces. Namely in

the proof of Proposition 3.7 we need the following fact.

Fact A.l.6. (i) For any pair of connecting orbit.s 1l} E Mol (x, y) and U2 E M(y, z)

there is ai-parameter Jamily oJ ele'ments 7.l p E Mol (x, z) such that limp~oo 7.l p = 1l} and

there are reparametdzations 0/ 'Hp such that their li'mit is U2'

(ii) We have the sa7ne gluing map f01' Ut E Ma~ (y, z) and U2 E M (x, y) .

Analogously, for the proof of Proposition 3.8 and Proposition 4.1 we need the following

facts, respectively.

Fact A.l. 7. Suppose thaf y E P( H) and ft' E P( 11' ).

(i) FOT any pai1' of a connecting orbit u} E Mal(y, i), where z E P(H)J and a solution

0/ the "chain homo'morphiS'm equation" U2 E Me (z, y'), there is al-parameter Jam-ily oJ

solutions 0/ "chain h01no1Twrphis1n equation" u p E /v1'E:(Y, V') such that limp~oo u p = u}

and there are repa'l'arnetrizations of u p such that their li1nit is 'U2.

(ii) We have the sarne gluing maps for solutions of "chain homomorphism equation"

u} E Me(y,z'), where z E P(II')J und a conneeting orbit U2 E MOI(z',y') .

Fact A.l.8. For any pair oJ a connecting orbits u} E Mal (x, y) and U2 E MßI (y, .i)
o al,ßI

there is i-parameter fa1nily 0/ elerncnts u p EM (x, z) such that limp --7oo u p = Ul'

Proof of Fact A .1.6. It is enough to prove the part (i). Vle need to show there exists a

number R} such that for p > R 1 the gluing map <I>i at parameter p meets the evaluation

map at (0,0). transversally anel in a unique connecting orbit U~p1l2' Let U be a compact

neighborhood of U1 in M (x, fj) anel a c10seel interval [-t, t:] such that the evaluation map

ev : U X [-t, t] -t M

given by ev(v, s) = v(s, 0) meets the image of Q'~ transversally at one point. In particular,

there is a neighborhood N of Im Q'~ such that thc image of the boundary of U x [-tl t] by

the evaluation Inap anel N are disjoint. Since the evaluation map for the gluing map and
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tbe evaluation map for the ahnost gluing 111ap are CO-elose, we can choose a sufficiently

large R1 such that for p > R l we have W(U,U2'P)(S - p,O) is outside of N for (ll,S) in

the boundary of U x [-t:, t:]. Then, for instance, the degree theory yields that for each

p > Rh the algebraic intersection nnrnber of thc evaluation map and a U is 1. Hence we

have, for each p > Rh at least one connecting orbit v(s,t) = W(U,U2,P)(S -p,i) from x
to z such that v(O,O) E a U anel u E U. The uniqueness follows from CI:c-convergence of

reparametrized glued connecting orbits to U). 0

Facts A.1.7 and A.1.8 can be proved in thc same way.

On the Conley-Zehnder index.

The Conley-Zehnder index tt : P( 11) -+ Z is characterized up to additive constant hy

the following condition

ind D:F(u) = /-1(5;) - fl(fj),

where u : R X SI -+ M 2n is a srnooth map satisfying the limit condition (2.4.1), (2.4.2).

A topological definition (which is also called ~1aslov index) of Conley-Zehnder index

was given in [S-Z]. Here we shall give an analytical definition.

Let v be abounding disk of x E P(H). We consider an elliptic differential operator Pv

on v defined as follows

av
Pv~ = \7.1L~ + J(v)\7~~ +p(\7eJ(v)-a + \7e\7 H(t, v)),

8r 81 t

where (r, t) be the polar coordinates of the disk v and p is a cut-off function supported

nearby the boundary aD2. .

This is a Fredholm operator with the Atyiah-Patodi-Singer boundary condition. We

define p'(x, v) := - ind Pv.

Fact A.l.9. ind p(-v) = 2n - ind Pv.

P/Da/' We consider the 2-sphere (-v)~v. 'rVe can glue P- v anel Pv along the boundary.

This new differential operator p(-v)Uv is homotopic (through elliptic differential operators)

to the Dolbeault operator tensored with CL trivial cOlnplex vector bundle of rank n. Hence

ind P(-vHv = 2n.

On the other hand, Atiyah-Patodi-Singer index theoren1 implies

ind p(-v) + ind Pv = ind p(-v)Uv'

This proves Fact A.1.9. o
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Fact A.l.10. Let u : R x 51 -+ AI be a smooth map satisfying the limit condition (2.4.1)
and (2.4.2). Then

ind D:F(u) = rt'(x-,u-) - J.l'(x+,u+).

Froof We get from the Atiyah-Patodi-Singer index theorem and Fact A.1.9

This proves Fact A.1.10. o

A fact [rom general topology.

Here we will give a proof of the statement which is neecled for the proof of Lelnma 3.1.

Clainl A.l.l1. Let X and Y be 'metNe spaces which satisfies the seeond axiom of eount

ability. Suppose that S is a countab/e inte'rseetion of open dense subsets in the produet

space X x Y. Conside1' the spaee

X s = {x E XIS n {x} x Y is a cou1llable interseetion of open dense subsets in {x} x V}.

Then X s is a countable interseetion of open dense subsets in X.

P1'oof First, we note that it sullices to prove this Claim for an open dense set S. Let U

be an open set in Y, then we write

Xu(S) = {x E XIS n {x} x Y is disjoint [rom {x} x V}.

It is easy to see that Xu(S) is a closed subset, because S is open. 11oreover we claim

that Xu(S) is nowhere dense. In fact, if not, there is an open subset \I in X such that

V is contained in Xu(S). This implies that the open set \I x U is disjoint [rom 5. This

contraclicts to the fact that 5 is dense.

In our assulnption, Y satisfies the second axioIll of countability, so we have a countable

basis of Y consisting froln open subsets {Ud. Now we will show the following equality

x - X s = UXUj(S),

By defini tion, for any x E X - X s the intersection 5 n({x} X Y) is not dense in {x} X Y.

Thus, by the choice of {Ud, the set S n ({x} X Y) is disjoint from {x} X Vi for some Ui,

that is, x E Xu,(S).

Summing up: X - X s is a countable union of closed nowhere dense suhsets. Therefore,

their complements X s is a countable intersection of open dense subsets. 0
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In (F3] Floer gave a proof of the following theorem, which extends a result by Fortune

(Fo].

Theorem A.2.1. For any nIet cpn be p'1'om:ded with the standard symplectic form w

such that w[go] = n + 1 for the generat01' 90 of H2(cpn, Z). Then the number 0/ fixed

points of a sY1nplectomorphism on a p1'oduct

P _ k cpn j
- X i =l

is gl'eater than 01' equa/ to the gl'eatest comlnon divisor 0/ {ni + I}.

Note that under the normaJization w[go] = n + 1 for CFn thc product of cpn j IS a

monotone symplectic Inanifolcl.

Since Floer gave quite a brief sketch of the proof, we try here to give a comprehensive

explanation of his proof.

First we consider the case of CFn. 'Ne denote by Q' the generator of H2
( CFn).

Clainl A.2.2 [F3]. The cap action 0/ a is an iso'morphism !fF2k(H, J) -+ H F2k- 2 (H, J)

/01' all k E Z.

Let us remind that, by "invariant properties", to prove CIain1 A.2.2 it suffices to verify it

for the Floer homology groups associated with a. (smaJI) tilne-independent Hamiltonian H.

Floer chose J! being the quadratic function lf(x) = Ei~/ IXiI2. To compute the cap action

of Q' on the Floer cOlllplex of this Hamiltonian EI one has to count the connecting orbits

coming from the gradient trajectories of H, as weIl as the connecting orbit approximating

J-holomorphic spheres. That is why Floer eInphasized that the presence of J-holomorphic

spheres is necessary for this Claim. Note that all the connecting orbits in this case can

be obtained explicitly (see [H-S] for the explicit solution in the case CPl).

To distinguish degenerate synlplectic fixed points in CFn we can use a lemma, similar to

Lemma 5.2. The key observation is that the cap action (an )n+1 on the Floer chain complex

is the same as thc Illultiplication by the generator 90 of the group 7T"2(cpn) = Z. So, in

an approximating set P(Hs ) we can choose a sequence of periodic solutions x~, . .. ,x~+l
such that X~+I = go(x~), and rnCl(x:, x:+ I) = 1. Since we have the identity

the case (b) in thc proof of Lelnma 5.2 cannot happen. This proves Theorem A.2.1 for

the case k = 1.
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Note that the mininlal ~hern nunlber of the product of complex projective spaces equals

the greatest common divisor of {ni + I}. Thus we get the following

Lemma A.2.3. Let N be the greatest common divisor of {ni + I}. Then we haue

HFk(Xcpn j
) ~ E9 H j (xcpn j ,Z2)'

j=k{ mod 2N)

Now we define the cap action of the cohOlnology groups H*( x cpnj
, Z2) on the Floel'

homology as in section 3. Denote by O'i := 1 EB ... ffi 0' ... EB 1 E H- (x cpn., Z2) the
1

image of the generator Q' E H-(cpn.). To compute the action of O'i we use the function

H(x) = L: fli(xi), where Hi is the quadratic function on each factor cpn j
• The following

lemma is an analog of Lenlma A.2.3 anel can be proved in the same way.

Lemn1a A.2.4. For all k E Z the cap action of O'i is an isomorphism /J F2k ( X cpni ) -+

H F2k- 2 ( x cpn j
). MoreoverJ the (ni + 1) -th deration 01 the cap action of O'i is same as

the action 01 the generator of 1r2(cpn j +1).

We shall prove the following Proposition A.2.5, which is bettel' estimate than Theorem

A.2.1 anel was proved by Givental [G] for toric manifolds, after Floel' theoretical approach.

Let P be a procluct of (cpni , kiWi) where ki are positive integers anel Wi is the standard

symplectic form with Wi[CP 1
] = 1.

Proposition A.2.5. For any sY1nplecto'morphism 1; on P J the nun~ber of fixed points of

eP is at least max {(ni + I)Jki}.

Proof. Denote by Jo the product of the standard cOlnplex structures on each factol' cpn•.

Note that there is no Jo-holonl0rphic sphel'e of negative ehern number on this product,

otherwise, there would be a holonlorphic sphcre of negative ehern number on same factor

cpni • Thus we can define Floer honl010gy group on P for a generic set of "regular" J

in a neighborhood of Jo• The computation of this Floel' homology group goes as above,

and Lemma A.2.3 is still valid in this case. The cap action is well-defined on this Floer

homology group by the same reason.

Without loss of gener'ality, we Inay assurne that (nI + I)Jkl = max {(ni + l)Jki}. To

distinguish degenerate symplectic fixed points in the product we repeat our argument

for the case of cpn. From Lemnla A.2.4, the (ni + 1)-th iteration of the cap action of

Q'l is same as the action of the generator 91 of 7i"2(cpn 1+l). Thus we can choose in an

approximating set P(IJ3 ) a sequence of critical points x~, ... ,X~l+l such that X~1+1 =

91 (X~), and mQ(x~,X~+l) = 1. We also have the identity
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W d· 'd 1 't' I . t . t k I I {-O -I} {-I +1 '" 1}e lVI enl+ cn lCa pOln sin 0 ~l Casses, namey, Xs , .•. ,X8
1 , Xs

1 ""'X s
2 , ••• ,

{X~kl-l +1 , ... ,5;:1} such that the difference of values of the action functional of any two of

each dass is Iess th~n 1. Since the symplectic form has integral periods, any two of each

dass cannot correspond to the same periodic solution, On the other hand, at least one of

k1 classes has at les t (n 1 + 1)/ k1 elements, so we get the eonclusion. D

Remark A.2.6, In [V] Viterbo defines the action of cohomology ring H*(M, R) on the

Morse homology of M by means of differential forms,

Remark A.2. 7. After finishing this paper we found a new result on the Arnold conjecture

[11-0], which follows the argument of Conley-Zehncler eombining with an estimate of

Lusternik-Schnirelnlann category via an invariant in rational category.
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